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Abstract
Data-related analysis in football increasingly benefits from Big Data approaches and machine learning methods. One relevant 
application of data analysis in football is forecasting, which relies on understanding and accurately modelling the process of 
a match. The present paper tackles two neglected facets of forecasting in football: Forecasts on the total number of goals and 
in-play forecasting (forecasts based on within-match information). Sentiment analysis techniques were used to extract the 
information reflected in almost two million tweets from more than 400 Premier League matches. By means of wordclouds 
and timely analysis of several tweet-based features, the Twitter communication over the full course of matches and shortly 
before and after goals was visualized and systematically analysed. Moreover, several forecasting models including a random 
forest model have been used to obtain in-play forecasts. Results suggest that in-play forecasting of goals is highly challeng-
ing, and in-play information does not improve forecasting accuracy. An additional analysis of goals from more than 30,000 
matches from the main European football leagues supports the notion that the predictive value of in-play information is highly 
limited compared to pre-game information. This is a relevant result for coaches, match analysts and broadcasters who should 
not overestimate the value of in-play information. The present study also sheds light on how the perception and behaviour 
of Twitter users change over the course of a football match. A main result is that the sentiment of Twitter users decreases 
when the match progresses, which might be caused by an unjustified high expectation of football fans before the match.
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1 Introduction

In recent years football analysis has increasingly benefited 
from Big Data analysis and machine learning methods, in 
particular in an attempt to understand tactical behaviour 
and identify success-enhancing strategies (Dick and Brefeld 
2019; Grunz et al. 2012; Memmert and Raabe 2018; Rein 
and Memmert 2016). The present paper puts the approach of 
Big Data analysis and machine learning into a slightly differ-
ent context by incorporating Twitter data into the analysis. 
It focuses on in-play forecasts in football by examining the 
question whether information becoming available during a 
match is valuable to forecast the further course of events. 

This analysis is relevant to better understand football-related 
Twitter communication, to assess the role of randomness in 
football and valuable for coaches, match analysts and broad-
casters to better understand the influence of in-play events 
on the further course of a match.

The forecasting literature reflects two important aspects 
researchers have faced when investigating predictive tasks 
in football. The first aspect of forecasting is statistical and 
related to developing team ratings and forecasting models 
with the best possible ability to derive forecasts from obvi-
ous predictors such as prior match results. One of the most 
prominent approaches is to estimate offensive and defensive 
strength parameters of the teams and use these as inputs 
for probability models including Poisson models (Koopman 
and Lit 2015; Maher 1982), birth process models (Dixon 
and Robinson 1998) and Weibull count models (Boshnakov 
et al. 2017). Other researchers have used regression models 
based on one or various covariates such as Hvattum and 
Arntzen (2010) using ELO ratings in combination with an 
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ordered logit regression model or Goddard and Asimako-
poulos (2004) using various covariates in an ordered probit 
regression model. The present approach is primarily related 
to the second aspect of forecasting, which is data-based and 
attempts to identify and investigate further sources of infor-
mation that prove useful in football forecasting. One source 
of information obviously is betting odds (Forrest et al. 2005) 
being interpreted as a forecast and used as a standard bench-
mark. Further sources include human forecasts (Andersson 
et al. 2005), prediction markets (Spann and Skiera 2009), 
ranking systems such as the FIFA World Ranking (Lasek 
et al. 2013), market values (Peeters 2018) or sets with vari-
ous explanatory variables including match significance, 
involvement in cup competitions and geographical distance 
between teams (Goddard and Asimakopoulos 2004).

In the literature, football forecasting is most prominently 
associated with forecasting the match result in terms of win, 
draw or loss. This seems a little one-dimensional, in the 
light of the wide range of events taking place during a foot-
ball match. With regard to the common win/draw/loss fore-
cast, Koopman and Lit (2019) introduced a categorization 
of methods, namely models indirectly based on modelling 
the number of goals scored by both teams, indirectly based 
on modelling the goal difference or modelling the result in 
terms of win, draw, loss directly. Forecasting the number 
of goals, in that sense, is not an exotic task as models fall-
ing into the first category and often being based on Poisson 
distributions (Karlis and Ntzoufras 2003; Koopman and Lit 
2015; Maher 1982) can easily be reused for goal forecast-
ing. Boshnakov et al. (2017) pursue this strategy by using 
a Weibull count model to obtain forecasts for both match 
result and total number of goals. Wheatcroft (2020) uses 
ratings based on match statistics and logistic regression 
to forecast the number of goals and is—to the best of our 
knowledge—the only paper focusing in particular on this 
type of forecasting. Forecasting of total goals thus can be 
considered a neglected aspect in the forecasting literature, 
presumably driven by the fact that the match results have 
stronger emotional and financial consequences for the fans 
and teams than the total number of goals.

Another research gap in football forecasting is the investi-
gation of forecasts made during the course of a match. This 
comes as a surprise as so-called in-play betting has gained 
significant importance for bookmakers (Killick and Grif-
fiths 2019; Lopez-Gonzalez and Griffiths 2016). Moreover, 
coaches, match analysts and broadcasters are highly inter-
ested in analysing matches in-play. In fact, some researchers 
have put thoughts to the scoring processes during the course 
of the match in more detail. Dixon and Robinson (1998) 
use a birth process model allowing scoring intensities to 
change during the match and depend on the score to analyse 
the deviations from constant scoring rates. Similarly, Heuer 
and Rubner (2012) use a model-free statistical analysis to 

investigate in which match situations scoring intensities 
deviate from a constant rate. Both approaches are mainly 
focused on understanding the process of a football match 
and whether certain game situations influence the scoring 
behaviour. None of these articles investigates in-play fore-
casts by calculating the effect of scoring deviations on the 
accuracy of in-play forecasts. To the best of our knowledge, 
the only paper investigating the role of in-play information 
in forecasting football is the recent work of Zou et al. (2020), 
which, however, is limited to the number of goals as only 
in-play information. While our paper is limited to football, 
contributions focused on in-play models and in relation to 
in-play betting odds have been investigated in other sports 
such as tennis (Easton and Uylangco 2010; Kovalchik and 
Reid 2019) and cricket (Akhtar and Scarf 2012; Asif and 
McHale 2016). Reasons for the little effort made so far on 
in-play forecasting in football might be a higher model com-
plexity, less availability of in-play betting odds as a bench-
mark in comparison to pre-game betting odds, and higher 
effort to gather and handle in-play data.

The difficulty of in-play forecasting of goals in football 
might be surprising because intuitively fans, experts and 
commentators commonly argue that they have anticipated 
a goal; they’ve seen it coming or explain it as the logical 
consequence of the course of play. This, however, could be 
a biased perception and it would be quite costly to measure 
the collaborative human perception of a football match and 
the collaborative anticipation of the further progress in an 
experimental approach. For that reason, we make use of an 
existing source of (big) data: Short textual messages from 
the microblogging platform Twitter with regard to a certain 
football match, which can be considered an in-play reflec-
tion of collaborative human perception on this match. While 
traditional dataset and probability models remain a predomi-
nant approach in football forecasting (Boshnakov et al. 2017; 
Koopman and Lit 2019; Wheatcroft 2020), researchers have 
also started to make use of Big Data (Brown et al. 2017) and 
machine learning (Berrar et al. 2019; Hubáček et al. 2019) 
in this domain. Twitter data itself has been used in various 
domains of forecasting including elections (Huberty 2015; 
Tumasjan et al. 2010) or stock prices (Bollen et al. 2011; 
Zhang et al. 2011), but have been discussed very contro-
versial and critically (Gayo-Avello 2013; Huberty 2015; 
Jungherr et al. 2011). While Twitter certainly provides the 
possibility to gather massive datasets, the process of actually 
extracting relevant information is challenging and attempts 
to use Twitter in football forecasting have reported mixed 
results (Brown et al. 2017; Godin et al. 2014; Schumaker 
et al. 2016). In economic and political situations, the theo-
retical mechanism is viable as Twitter may reflect the opin-
ion of the users and both election results and stock prices are 
directly influenced by the perception of the public. In foot-
ball, this mechanism is evidently not present as a team will 
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not succeed in a match only because the public would like 
to see the team win. In forecasting goals in-play, however, 
the following mechanism is conceivable: The course of the 
match influences the perception of the fans that will share 
their opinion on Twitter. If the course of play is actually 
a predictor for upcoming goals, Twitter data might indeed 
have predictive value. Though not considering predictive 
aspects, some researchers have focused on analysis of in-
play Twitter data in relation to football matches. It has been 
reported that fans’ sentiments reflect reactions to goals of 
the own or opposing team (Yu and Wang 2015), fans tend to 
have a higher team identification when the team is leading 
than when it is trailing (Fan et al. 2020) and communication 
on the video assistant referee (VAR) is strongly associated 
with negative sentiment (Kolbinger and Knopp 2020). In 
contrast to the present study, however, analyses were based 
on highly limited sample sizes of five or less matches (Fan 
et al. 2020; Yu and Wang 2015) or on a very specific type of 
event during the matches, namely the VAR (Kolbinger and 
Knopp 2020).

The contributions of the present approach are threefold. 
First, a preliminary analysis sheds light on the general dif-
ficulty of in-play forecasting. Second, the topics discussed 
by Twitter users as well as their perception of the match 
over the course of football matches and as a reaction to goals 
are analysed by means of sentiment analysis techniques and 
further non-semantic tweet characteristics. Third, the pos-
sible informative value of Twitter data when used in in-play 
forecasting models is investigated.

2  Data and methods

2.1  Data

For a preliminary analysis, a dataset consisting of a total of 
31,912 matches from 10 seasons (07/08–16/17) in 10 major 
European leagues (first divisions of England, Spain, Ger-
many, Italy, France, Portugal, Belgium, Turkey, the Nether-
lands and Greece) was used. Data were obtained from http:// 
footb all- data. co. uk and included the following information 
for each match: Teams involved, date, halftime score, final 
score and betting odds for over-under 2.5 goals. Betting 
odds can be interpreted as an aggregated market forecast and 
reflect a very strong benchmark for forecasting models in 
football (Hvattum and Arntzen 2010; Štrumbelj and Šikonja 
2010). Over-under bets reflect betting opportunities on the 
total number of goals, in this case with the possibility to bet 
on two or less or three or more goals. For the main analysis, 
data of Premier League football matches were obtained in 
the period from 22 February 2019 to the last game before 
the interruption of the league caused by the COVID-19 pan-
demic on 09 March 2020. Removing three matches due to 

missing data, this adds up to a total of 404 matches, repre-
senting a smaller, but richer dataset. Data source and infor-
mation included are analogous to the previously mentioned 
dataset. Additionally, it includes betting odds for over-under 
1.5 goals in the second half collected from http:// www. oddsp 
ortal. com and meta-data for all goals scored (namely the cur-
rent score as well as the minute of the goal) collected from 
the official website of the English Premier League http:// 
premi erlea gue. com. Moreover, short textual messages (so-
called tweets) were obtained from the microblogging plat-
form Twitter for each match covering the day of the game 
and including the official match hashtag (e.g. #ARSMUN 
for the match Arsenal vs. Manchester United) making use of 
the official Twitter API (Twitter API 2020). Information on 
the tweets includes the textual data itself as well as the exact 
date of creation which we relabelled to the time within the 
match (i.e. -30 for a tweet created 30 min prior to the match 
and 38.5 for a tweet created after 38.5 min of match time). 
A total of 3,139,441 tweets were collected, the final analysis 
only included tweets written one hour prior to the match or 
during the actual match time adding up to 1,765,379 tweets. 
Please note that both the Twitter Search API used within this 
study and the real-time Streaming API only provide a sample 
of the full available data.

2.2  Feature extraction

Solely the tweets in the final analysis consist of more than 
25 million words and due to the volume and the highly 
unstructured nature of textual data, it is not straightforward 
to extract machine-useable information, which underlines 
the importance of an elaborate feature extraction process. 
English tweets including the official hashtag of a match have 
been collected. No tweets in other languages and no addi-
tional hashtags or search terms related to the match or any 
official or unofficial hashtags related to the premier league 
and the clubs were considered. Pre-processing of tweets 
included removing of content other than evaluable words, 
like URLs, mentions, punctuation, hashtag signs, emoti-
cons, characters and digits. Moreover, known contractions 
and acronyms were replaced with full forms and intention-
ally misspelled words (like e.g. “niiiiiiiice”) were doubled 
(“nice nice”) to correct for the expressed intensification. 
Cleaned tweets were then analysed by three different lexi-
con-based sentiment analysis methods, namely the commer-
cial LIWC 2015 software (Pennebaker et al. 2015) as well 
as the QDAP dictionary (Rinker 2013) and the SenticNet4 
lexicon based on the work of Cambria et al. (2016). Finally, 
an average score of positivity and negativity was assigned 
to each tweet. For more details, we refer to Wunderlich and 
Memmert (2020), who validated this exact method using 
football-specific Twitter data and reported a reasonable 
accuracy in applications with a sufficiently high number of 

http://football-data.co.uk
http://football-data.co.uk
http://www.oddsportal.com
http://www.oddsportal.com
http://premierleague.com
http://premierleague.com
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tweets. The sentiment of a tweet is defined as the difference 
between the positivity and the negativity score. Sentiment 
has been included for analyses, but excluded as a feature in 
classification methods for reasons of multicollinearity and 
redundancy. Further non-semantic features extracted from 
the tweets are the average number of words (based on tweets 
after pre-processing), hashtags and emoticons included as 
well as the tweet intensity, simply referring to the number of 
tweets. As a further in-play feature, the total number of goals 
scored is considered. Pre-game features are the probability 
for over 2.5 goals and the probability for over 1.5 goals in 
the second half as obtained from the pre-game betting odds 
by converting decimal odds to probabilities (cf. Wunderlich 
and Memmert 2018). The corresponding counter-probabil-
ities (under 2.5/1.5 goals) are not considered for reasons 
of redundancy. Table 1 summarizes the features used for 
further analysis. 

2.3  Normalization

Throughout our analysis, two different forms of normaliza-
tion are used for the Twitter based features. Using the exam-
ple of number of words in a tweet, let wmit be the number of 
words of each of the n tweets i = 1… n in match m at time t 
(where t can be a minute of play or some longer time interval 
such as the first half). Then we define wmt to be the average 
number of words in all tweets from that time interval. Let 

∼
wm 

be the average number of words in the last hour prior to the 
match, then wmt = wmt/

∼
wm is the average number of words 

for time interval t in match m normalized for pre-match data. 
This normalization will be denoted as pre-match normalized 
throughout the paper. Further, let 

∼
wt be the average number 

of (pre-match normalized) words in time interval t across all 
matches, then ŵmt = wmt∕

∼
wt is the number of words normal-

ized for pre-match data and additionally for time, which will 
simply be denoted as time normalized subsequently.

This definition can be used in complete analogy for the 
other Twitter-based features, except for the number of tweets 
(tweet intensity), where average values to not apply. With 

regard to the tweet intensity, the number of tweets per min-
ute in a certain time interval is divided by the number of 
tweets per minute in the last hour before the match. A pre-
match normalized tweet intensity of 2 in the first half thus 
means that during the first half the number of tweets per 
minute was twice as high as before the match. Time normali-
zation is then performed by dividing through the number of 
tweets per minute across all matches. Reasons and conse-
quences of normalizing the data in the above way as well as 
the results based on normalized data will be outlined in the 
Analysis section.

2.4  Random forest model

Random forests are an ensemble learning method based on 
the idea of using a multitude of decision trees (so-called for-
est) going back to the work of Ho (1995). Current applica-
tions commonly refer to the method developed by Breiman 
(2001). Random forest methods have already been applied to 
forecasting in football (Schaumberger and Groll 2018) and 
other sports (Lessmann et al. 2010). For the present analy-
sis, random forests were implemented in Python using the 
RandomForestClassifier from the package sklearn.ensemble. 
The following hyperparameters were tested with regard to 
the random forest classifier: The number of trees per forest 
(n_estimators ranging from 250 to 1000 in steps of 250) 
and the maximum depth of a tree (max_depth ranging from 
1 to 8). Detailed results of the hyperparameter tuning and 
the effect of parameters on the results are discussed in the 
Analysis section.

2.5  Cross validation

To validate the accuracy of forecasting models, k-fold cross 
validation was used, i.e. the data were split into k subsamples 
using one of the subsamples as test set and the remaining 
data as training set (Browne 2000). The choice of the num-
ber of subsamples k is a trade-off dependent on the time 
required for training and the total size of the data sample 
available. For the analysis of small time intervals data were 
split into 17 subsamples resulting in training sets of 6464 
time intervals and test sets of 404 time intervals each.

2.6  Forecasting accuracy

Statistical measures of forecasting accuracy are based on 
the idea of quantifying the difference between the forecasted 
probabilities and the actual outcomes. Driven by the incon-
sistent use of such measures in the literature, Constantinou 
and Fenton (2012) have assessed this topic and proposed to 
use the Rank Probability Score (RPS) as an adequate meas-
ure for forecasting models in football. As the over-under 

Table 1  Features used for forecasting models throughout the paper

Feature Source Time

Probability over 2.5 goals Betting market Pre-game
Probability over 1.5 goals 2nd half Betting market Pre-game
Number of goals scored 1st half Match data In-play
Average negativity score Twitter In-play
Average positivity score Twitter In-play
Tweet intensity Twitter In-Play
Average number words Twitter In-play
Average number hashtags Twitter In-play
Average number emoticons Twitter In-play
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market just possesses two possible outcomes, the RPS can 
be simplified to

where p1 is the forecasted probability of outcome 1 and o1 
equals 1 if outcome 1 occurred and 0 otherwise. Due to the 
symmetry of binary forecasts this is equivalent to calculating 
RPS based on the second outcome. While being the standard 
approach, RPS is not undisputed and also has weaknesses 
which have been demonstrated by Wheatcroft (2019), who 
suggests to use the ignorance score instead, defined as

where pi is the forecasted probability of the actual outcome 
i . For reasons of simplicity we only report the average RPS 
for each model in the Results section, but we have tested 
results for robustness by repeating analysis with IGN and 
did not experience any differences with regard to the main 
conclusions of the paper.

2.7  Bootstrapping

To avoid any assumptions about the theoretical distribution 
of the data, bootstrapping methods with 10,000 resamples 
were used to calculate confidence intervals and as an alterna-
tive to parametric hypotheses tests when comparing forecast-
ing models in Tables 2 and 4 as well as in Figs. 2 and 3 with 
regard to sections Time dependence and Goal analysis. For 
an overview on bootstrapping methods and details on the 
calculations, we refer to Efron and Tibshirani (1994). We 
highlight p-values falling below a significance level of 5% 
as significant throughout the paper.

3  Analysis

3.1  Preliminary analysis: difficulty of in‑play 
forecasting

To demonstrate the general idea of probabilistic in-play 
forecasting of goals and the difficulty of this task, the large 
dataset of more than 30,000 matches as defined in the Data 
section is used. The first aspect to consider is to what extent 
the total number of goals is predictable at all or just reflects 
pure random processes. Figure 1 shows a box plot of the 
pre-game probabilities for over 2.5 goals obtained from the 
betting odds. If there were no different expectations for the 
number of goals in a match, betting odds and thus probabili-
ties would be constant for all matches. The dispersion of val-
ues proves that there are indeed different goal expectations, 
however, the expectations seem to be rather homogeneous as 
only one in ten matches has a lower probability than 40.3%, 

RPS =
(

p1 − o1
)2

IGN = − log2(pi)

and only one in ten matches has a higher probability than 
60.4%.

Besides the betting odds, which in principle only reflect 
differences in the expectations, it should also be possible 
to find evidence in the results directly. If matches with a 
systematically higher or lower total scoring intensity 
exist, the number of goals in the first half and second half 
should be correlated. Correlation was found to be r = 0.05 
(t(31,910) = 13.98, p < 0.001), which is evidence that sys-
tematic differences in the goal expectations exist, but given 
the very small correlation coefficient a predominant influ-
ence of randomness exists. In summary, systematic differ-
ences in terms of expected scoring intensities across matches 
exist, but are highly limited.

A general predictability of the number of goals, however, 
does not necessarily imply that real in-play forecasting is 
possible at all. Thus, the next question is whether the goal 
expectation is predefined at the start of the match or whether 
information becoming available during the match helps to 
forecast the further course of events. In order to investigate 

Fig. 1  Boxplot illustrating the distribution of probabilities for over 
2.5 goals across the dataset
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this question, forecasts for the number of goals (i.e. prob-
ability for over 1.5 goals) in the second half are performed 
based on two variables: The pre-game probability for over 
2.5 goals as a market reflection of goal expectation avail-
able prior to the match as well as the total number of goals 
actually scored in the first half as in-play information. Differ-
ent numbers of goals (i.e. 2.5 goals for the complete match 
and 1.5 goals for the second half) were chosen to consider 
the option with most balanced probabilities differing due to 
the remaining match time. The data sample was split into 5 
seasons of in-sample data (15,844 matches) and 5 seasons 
of out-of-sample data (16,068 matches). A total of five dif-
ferent forecasting models are analysed: The common naïve 
benchmark models UNI attaching a probability of 50% to 
over 1.5 goals for each match and FRQ using the observed 
frequency of over 1.5 goals in the in-sample data for each 
match (cf. Hvattum and Arntzen 2010) as well as three logis-
tic regression models using the probability of over 1.5 goals 
as dependent variable and the pre-game probability for over 
2.5 goals as obtained from the betting odds (PROB), the total 
number of goals scored in the first half (GOAL) or both vari-
ables (BOTH) as independent variables. Table 2 presents the 
average rank probability scores for each forecasting model 
when using the estimated model parameters to obtain fore-
casts for all matches in the out-of-sample dataset. In addi-
tion, pair-wise p-values comparing the RPS values across 
the models are presented. 

The forecasting results paint a clear picture and suggest 
that in-play information does have some very weak predic-
tive value when comparing to simple benchmarks, but no 
additional value when controlling for pre-game information. 
The model PROB using solely the pre-game expectation 
significantly outperforms both benchmarks and the model 
GOAL using only in-play information. Once the pre-game 
information is included, the average rank probability scores 
for the model hardly improves if adding in-play information 
on the number of goals. Despite the large database the model 
BOTH using both pre-game and in-play information fails to 
significantly outperform PROB. The above results are clear 
evidence for the difficulty of forecasting the total number of 
goals in-play, yet it is not clear whether the small benefit of 
in-play information is based on the fact that the goal expec-
tation is predefined prior to the match or that prior goals are 

just not a useful in-play predictor. For that reason, Twitter 
data as a potential source of in-play information are analysed 
in the next section. Before turning to forecasts from Twit-
ter data, the data are analysed with respect to several other 
aspects, namely factors influencing tweet intensity, and the 
effect of time and goals on Twitter communication.

3.2  Twitter analysis

3.2.1  Match‑based analysis of tweet intensity

A first qualitative observation in the Twitter data is that 
differences across matches seem to only partly depend on 
in-play events as even before the start massive differences 
can occur. As an extreme example the tweet intensity for 
the match Manchester vs. Arsenal was more than 100 times 
higher than for the match Brighton vs. Burnley both pre-
match and in-play. For this reason, a closer look on the rea-
sons for varying tweet intensities in the matches shall be 
given. In particular, four factors potentially having influence 
on tweet intensity will be analysed:

3.2.1.1 Popularity First, we use the average number of 
spectators at home matches of a team as an estimation of the 
general popularity of this team. The numbers were obtained 
from https:// www. weltf ussba ll. de and as the dataset contains 
matches from 18/19 to 19/20 season, the spectator numbers 
were averaged across both seasons. Moreover, spectators 
were normalized by the maximum number of spectators of 
any team, which yields popularities ranging from 1.0 for 
Manchester United with the highest number of spectators 
to 0.14 for Bournemouth being the least popular team. The 
number of spectators arguably is not a perfect representa-
tion of popularity given that the capacity of a stadium can 
be a highly confounding factor. Still, it can be assumed to 
be an easily available and transparent measure with a rea-
sonably high correlation to popularity. To account for both 
teams’ popularities in a match concurrently, the popularity 
of a match is determined by multiplying the popularity of 
both teams.

3.2.1.2 Goals Match events in general and goals in particu-
lar can be assumed to stimulate Twitter activity. Thus, the 

Table 2  Results for various 
models forecasting over-under 
1.5 goals in the second half

*p-value lower than 5%

Model RPS UNI FRQ GOAL PROB

UNI None 0.2500 – – – –
FRQ Pre-game 0.2485 0.0069* – – –
GOAL In-play 0.2480 0.0012* 0.0467* – –
PROB Pre-game 0.2434  < 0.0001*  < 0.0001*  < 0.0001* –
BOTH Both 0.2433  < 0.0001*  < 0.0001*  < 0.0001* 0.6073

https://www.weltfussball.de
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total number of goals is used as the second factor potentially 
influencing the tweet intensity.

3.2.1.3 Scoreline The scoreline during a match determines 
whether the game has already been decided or whether the 
results is still open. This may take influence on the behav-
iour of Twitter users in several ways. It could be argued that 
a close scoreline captivates the audience and stimulates 
tweet intensity. At the same time, matches being decided 
early may stimulate early analysis of results including joy 
about an upcoming victory or discussing reasons for a lost 
match. We summarize the scoreline of a match by summing 
up the length of time intervals in a match where both teams 
differ at least by two goals and consequently a single goal 
would not significantly alter the match outcome. For exam-
ple, a match ending 2–0 with the second goal being scored 
after exactly 60 min has been “decided” for 30 min.

3.2.1.4 Weekend Finally, external factors neither related to 
the teams, nor related to the events in a match may have 
an influence on the possibility and motivation for fans to 
watch and tweet on football matches. Thus, we introduce a 
dummy variable indicating whether a match took place on 
a weekend (Saturday or Sunday) or during the week (Mon-
day–Friday).

Three linear regression models were fitted using the 
tweet intensity (pre-game, in-game, and total, respectively) 
as dependent variable and the four factors as independ-
ent variables. All three regression models indicate a sig-
nificant influence of the factors on the tweet intensities: 
F(4,399) = 91.72, p < 0.001, R2

adj = 0.474 for pre-game 
tweet intensity; F(4,399) = 88.62, p < 0.001, R2

adj = 0.465 
for in-game tweet intensity; F(4,399) = 92.54, p < 0.001, 
R2

adj = 0.476 for total tweet intensity. The detailed results 
for each factor are summarized in Table 3.

Results are evidence that tweet intensity both pre-game 
and in-game is highly significantly (p < 0.001) influenced 
by popularity, while there is no significant influence of the 
weekend on the number of tweets. Naturally, Goals and 
Scoreline being linked to match events unknown pre-game 
do not possess any significant influence on pre-game inten-
sities. In-game, however, the number of goals significantly 
increases (p < 0.01) the number of tweets, indicating an 
increased stimulation of tweets via goals that will be ana-
lysed in more detail in the section Goal analysis. Scoreline 
does not have a significant influence on in-game tweet inten-
sity (p = 0.10), however, there is a slight tendency of more 
tweets in case of already decided matches. Driven by the 
larger number of in-game tweets, the results for total tweet 
intensity are largely consistent with the results for in-game 
tweet intensity.

Given the heterogeneity of matches in terms of large dif-
ferences in tweet intensity and the fact that other features Ta
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(yet to a lower degree) differ pre-match, it seems unreason-
able to draw any conclusion about in-match processes from 
non-normalized values. For this reason, the subsequent anal-
ysis is based on pre-match normalized data as explained in 
the Method section.

3.2.2  Time dependence

Before considering potential predictive value, it seems rea-
sonable to take a more general look at what happens over 
the course of the match and directly before and after goals. 
Figure 2 illustrates the evolvement of features over time 
during the matches for ten time intervals (the hour pre-
game and nine intervals of 10 min each within the match, 
as well as 95% confidence intervals. Please note that pre-
game values equal 1.0 for each feature due to the pre-match 
normalization.

The tweet intensity jumps when the match starts and 
slightly increases over the course of the match. Interest-
ingly, the overall sentiment of tweets decreases due to 

decreasing positivity and increasing negativity. Tweets get 
shorter once the match starts as the number of words drops 
after the kick-off. The number of hashtags and emoticons 
decreases as well, which can only partly be attributed to 
the shorter tweets. Confidence intervals are hardly vis-
ible in the figure except for the tweet intensity, where the 
sample size is about 400 matches compared to almost 2 
million tweets for the other features. The narrow confi-
dence intervals (even for the tweet intensity) suggest that 
all results are highly robust. Some interesting conclusions 
can be drawn from the evolvement of features: First, if 
analysing the time intervals before and after goals a useful 
normalization for time is needed. Therefore, the time nor-
malized data, as described in the Method section, is used 
for all further analyses. Second, football fans seem to be 
the happiest before the kick-off and a football match does 
not seem to be good for the mood (at least of tweeters). In 
summary, one can say that anticipation clearly is the most 
beautiful kind of joy.

Fig. 2  Evolvement of features over the course of the match. Asterisks indicate a p-value of lower than 0.05 when comparing the respective time 
interval to pre-game
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3.2.3  Goal analysis

Usage of the time normalized data makes it possible to 
take a direct look at what happens before and after goals 
are scored. Therefore, a minute value with respect to goals 
was assigned to each tweet. Negative values were attached 
to tweets that were posted within the last 10 min before a 
goal (e.g. -7 if the tweet was posted 7 min before the goal). 
Analogously, positive values were attached to tweets posted 
within the 10 min following a goal and 0 if the tweet was 
posted in the same minute of the goal. Tweets that were 
posted before or after several different goals cannot be unam-
biguously assigned and thus were excluded from analysis. 
Tweets that are not close in time to any goal were put into 
an additional category and used as a benchmark. Figure 3 
illustrates what happens to the various Twitter features in 
the 10 min before and after a goal. The dotted vertical line 
refers to the benchmark of tweets that are independent from 
goals, and the grey areas refer to 95% confidence intervals. 

The analysis includes a total of 1118 goals scored in the 
matches from our dataset.

Again, confidence intervals are narrow or even hardly 
visible indicating the robustness of results. A clear and intui-
tive interpretation can be given for the time interval after 
the goals: Goals evoke a large number of relatively short 
tweets. While the number of tweets increases by a factor of 
three shortly after the goal, the tweet length decreases by 
roughly 30%. The effects for hashtags and emoticons are 
partly attributable to the shortness of the tweets. Only small 
effects are visible with regard to the sentiment analysis, 
where surprisingly both negativity and positivity slightly 
decreases resulting in a pretty stable overall tweet senti-
ment. Please note that the tweets are attached to a match 
and not to particular teams, which means that we cannot 
distinguish between the fans of the scoring and the con-
ceding team. In the forecasting context, the idea is to find 
signs that are already present in the data during the minutes 
before the goals are scored. Most features are in line with 

Fig. 3  Evolvement of features shortly before and after goals. The 
vertical line illustrates the time when the goal was scored. The hori-
zontal line refers to the benchmark of tweets that were neither written 

shortly before nor after a goal. Asterisks indicate a p-value of lower 
than 0.05 when comparing the respective minute to the benchmark
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the benchmark and thus do not support this idea. However, 
a slightly increased positivity and overall sentiment can be 
found prior to the goals, potentially being a weak early indi-
cation of goals. The same is true for emoticons, however, 
being less clear.

3.2.4  Analysis of words and topics

The analyses so far have taken account of the number of 
words or the sentiment of words, but not visualized the com-
munication in a more detailed way. In order to gain insights 
on the topics and frequently used words in association with 
a match, four different wordclouds representing different 
phases before and during the matches are used. Figure 4 
analyses pre-match communication and thus refers solely to 
tweets written in the last hour before a match started. Fig-
ures 5 and 6 refer solely to tweets written during the first half 
and the second half, respectively. However, in order to cap-
ture general instead of event-based communication on the 
matches, those tweets being associated to one or more goals 
(i.e. written in the 10 min before or after goals) were not 
considered. Finally, Fig. 7 analyses event-based communica-
tion and thus includes tweets written in the 10 min following 
a goal. Tweets that cannot unambiguously associated with a 

single goal have not been considered in consistency with the 
section Goal analysis. Wordclouds were created by means 
of the python package wordcloud (version 1.8.1) using 50 
as the maximum number of words. The official hashtags of 
the matches, all team names and known acronyms of team 
names (such as “lfc” for “liverpool football club”) were not 
considered, as well as the predefined list of typical stop-
words including words like e.g. “it”, “was” or “this”.   

Pre-game communication includes plenty of words 
related to broadcasting of the match, such as “live stream”, 
“watch live” and “hd”. Moreover, several words including 
“start”, “starting”, “today”, “tonight” or “now” directly refer 
to the upcoming start of the match. Finally, there seems to be 
noticeable discussion on which players were chosen to play 
or not play by the coach, evidenced by words like “lineup”, 
“bench”, “player” and possibly also “team” or “starting”. 
Please note that unusual terms like “coyg” (come on you 
gunners) or “ynwa” (you’ll never walk alone) refer to foot-
ball-related acronyms that were not contained in our list of 
known acronyms and thus remained included in the data.

Communication during the match is still subject to a lot 
of discussion on how to follow broadcasts of the match, as 
words like “live stream”, “live” and “hd” stay highly pre-
sent. The presence of words like “play”, “player”, “playing” 

Fig. 4  Wordcloud visualizing frequently used words from tweets 
written pre-match, i.e. within the last hour before the match

Fig. 5  Wordcloud visualizing frequently used words from tweets 
written during the first half of a match, but excluding tweets being 
written shortly before and after goals

Fig. 6  Wordcloud visualizing frequently used words from tweets 
written during the second half of a match, but excluding tweets writ-
ten shortly before and after goals

Fig. 7  Wordcloud visualizing frequently used words from tweets 
written shortly after goals
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or “fan” can be considered very general and expectable for 
communication during the match, that is not associated to 
goals. In general, differences between first and second half 
seem to be rather limited, except for the prominent role 
of the word “game” in the second half. This suggests that 
towards the end of the match or given a clear scoreline, users 
tend to already discuss the game as a whole, summarize it or 
draw conclusions from it.

Communication directly following a goal is naturally 
strongly influenced by words in direct association to the 
goal (“goal”, “score”, “lead”), or related to discussing the 
circumstances of a goal, such as “var” (video assistant ref-
eree) or “penalty”. The large occurrence of the word “game” 
might again indicate that once a goal decides a match, it is 
already discussed as a whole. Moreover, some expectable 
expressions of emotional reactions like “good” or “shit” are 
included, however, by far not dominating the wordcloud.

3.2.5  In‑play goal forecast

In order to answer the question whether the information 
in the data is sufficient to forecast goals in-play, small 
time intervals were considered. Matches were split into 
intervals of 5 min and normalized Twitter features were 
calculated accordingly. The variable to be forecasted is 
an indicator of whether a goal was scored in the next time 
interval and the last interval of 5 min per match was con-
sequently excluded from the data. This results in a sample 
of 6868 time intervals. No betting odds are available for 
time intervals of 5 min, therefore ODDS refers to a logistic 

regression based on the betting odds of over-under 2.5 
goals as well as over-under 1.5 goals in the second half.

Results show that UNI is an unreasonable choice for the 
short time intervals, which is attributable to the fact that 
goal scoring probabilities for intervals of 5 min are way 
smaller than 50%. As expectable, FRQ representing the 
lowest level of information also possesses the weakest pre-
dictive accuracy. ODDS possesses the highest predictive 
quality, which is in line with the notion that betting odds 
are a strong predictor of football matches. The main result 
is that LR and RF, although including additional in-play 
information both fail to outperform pre-game information 
based on the betting odds. As such, Twitter data did not 
improve pre-game forecasts for the number of goals in 
matches. Except for UNI, all other models are pretty close 
in terms of accuracy with the only significant difference 
between FRQ and ODDS. This underlines that in-play 
forecasting seems to be a difficult task. Results for the 
hyperparameter tuning are summarized in Fig. 8, which 
shows that increasing the number of trees had a very lim-
ited effect, while the optimal maximum depth lies around 
3 to 4. The results in Table 4 refer to the optimal specifica-
tion of n_estimators = 500 and max_depth = 3. Please note 
that the hyperparameters did not have major effects on the 
forecasting accuracy of RF ranging from 0.1466 to 0.1470. 
More importantly, for none of the hyperparameters tested, 
a significant difference between RF and LR or ODDS was 
found. As such, the hyperparameter selection does not 
affect any of the results of the present study. 

Fig. 8  Results of hyperparameter tuning for the random forest model. The forecasting accuracy as RPS is illustrated in dependence of the num-
ber of trees (n_estimators) and the maximum tree depth (max_depth)
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4  Discussion

The results of the present study shed light on three differ-
ent aspects of in-play forecasting with Twitter data, namely 
in-play forecasting in general, a detailed analysis of Twitter 
communication over the course of matches and the value of 
Twitter in in-play forecasting in football.

The preliminary analysis suggests that in-play forecasting 
of goals in general is a difficult task. Results are evidence for 
the limited value of in-play information (i.e. goals) to fore-
cast the further course of a match when compared to betting 
odds as pre-game information, a fact that football players, 
coaches, match analysts, broadcasters and fans would prob-
ably strongly deny. Possible explanations are the high pre-
dictive quality of betting odds in football forecasting (For-
rest et al. 2005; Hvattum and Arntzen 2010; Štrumbelj and 
Šikonja 2010) and the significant role of randomness in goal 
scoring in football (Brechot and Flepp 2020; Lames 2018, 
Wunderlich et al. 2021). Moreover, the result is in line with 
Wunderlich and Memmert (2018) who showed that betting 
odds of prior matches possess more predictive value than the 
results of the matches themselves.

The analysis of tweet intensity revealed that both in-play 
and pre-game, tweet intensity is predominantly driven by 
the popularity of the two teams competing. Moreover, tweet 
intensity is increased in-play in matches with a higher num-
ber of total goals scored. The analysis of time dependence 
and goal analysis reveal how the reactions of Twitter users 
change over the course of matches and after goals are scored. 
Before the matches start less, but longer tweets are written, 
when compared to during the match, which is explainable by 
a heightened interest and faster sequence of events in-play. 
In terms of the topics and words contained, pre-game tweets 
are highly influenced by communication on how to follow 
broadcasts of the match and discussing which players are 
playing. Differences between communication in the first and 
second half are highly limited, while tweets directly follow-
ing goals are naturally dominated by discussion on the score, 
the goal itself and its possible causes. The most striking 
result with regard to time dependence is a steadily increas-
ing negativity and a steadily decreasing positivity while the 
match evolves, resulting in a clearly decreasing sentiment. 

It seems that fans (or at least those active on Twitter) tend 
to be disappointed by football matches, possibly caused by 
unjustified high expectations before and at the beginning 
of matches. The use of Twitter data and sentiment analysis 
techniques enables researchers to investigate perception and 
psychological reactions of users during football matches. 
Further research with a psychological focus could investigate 
which mechanisms drive the disappointment of fans during 
matches.

The analysis of minutes before and after goals reveals 
the reaction to goals, in particular a dramatic increase in 
tweet intensity where tweets are significantly shorter and a 
resulting lower number of hashtags and emoticons. The most 
unintuitive and difficult to explain result is the slightly lower 
negativity and positivity directly after goals. It is impor-
tant to note that the tweets in our database are assigned to 
the match and not to a single team, thus emotions of both 
teams’ fans should be included which makes an unchanged 
overall sentiment comprehensible. However, even if includ-
ing fans of the team scoring, the team receiving and even 
neutral observers, one would at least expect an increased 
emotionality as a reaction to the goal. One explanation could 
be neutral tweets that have a descriptive and no evaluative 
expression (e.g. “Penalty for The Red Devils. Rashford 
steps up and CONVERTS! Manchester United 1–0 Chel-
sea.”) or tweets that were potentially written with a lot of 
emotion, but do not include any words with a clear positive 
or negative connotation identifiable by a sentiment analy-
sis algorithm (e.g. "GOOO[…]OOOL!!!! Rashford!!! 1–0 
United!!!). With regard to the sentiments, although being 
validated in football, textual data are highly domain-specific 
and increased accuracy might be achievable if using domain-
specific methods such as football-specific lexica of words. A 
more detailed analysis on what drives this unintuitive result, 
however, is beyond the scope of this study.

While the Twitter data clearly react to goals scored, a 
main focus of our approach was to test Twitter data for 
possible predictive value. The present data clearly do not 
support the idea that in-play Twitter data have predic-
tive value as forecasts based on pre-game betting odds 
were not outperformed by a logistic regression model as 
well as a random forest model including in-play Twitter 

Table 4  Results for forecasting 
goals in time intervals of 5 min 
from the preceding time interval

*p-value lower than 5%

Model Information RPS p-value compared to

UNI FRQ LR RF

UNI None 0.2500 – – – –
FRQ Pre-game 0.1469  < 0.0001* – – –
LR Both 0.1467  < 0.0001* 0.4362 – –
RF Both 0.1466  < 0.0001* 0.1578 0.7966 –
ODDS Pre-game 0.1465  < 0.0001* 0.0452* 0.3642 0.3584
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information. The fact that random forest models did not 
outperform logistic regression and hyperparameter tun-
ing did have very limited effects on the accuracy suggests 
that this is actually attributable to the missing informa-
tive value of the Twitter data and not to the selection of 
methods. Put simply, we could not extract information 
from Twitter data that helps to forecast upcoming goals. 
Three possible aspects could explain this result. First, the 
in-play predictability seems to be very limited in general 
as previously demonstrated. Further studies investigat-
ing in-play notational data or positional data could shed 
more light on the question to which degree in-play fore-
casting is possible at all. Second, Twitter data might not 
include information that is relevant for forecasting. In a 
way, this is surprising as Twitter can be seen as a source 
of crowd wisdom and such sources have been shown to 
be highly valuable in forecasting football (Forrest et al. 
2005; Peeters 2018; Spann and Skiera 2009). On the other 
side, Twitter is not a vehicle directly related to forecast-
ing such as the betting market or prediction markets and 
moreover information is not easily extractable from Twit-
ter. Thus, the third possible aspect is that the information 
reflected in Twitter data might not have been extracted 
effectively. Textual data are highly unstructured which 
makes the extraction of information difficult and leads to 
a limited degree of accuracy for sentiment analysis tech-
niques (Wunderlich and Memmert 2020). Further progress 
in this domain can be expected as sentiment analysis is a 
highly relevant topic in computer science (Mäntylä et al. 
2018; Piryani et al. 2017), nevertheless it will remain chal-
lenging to algorithmically reproduce human understanding 
of textual data. The problem of extracting relevant data 
might be aggravated by the short time intervals of 5 min 
yielding limited tweet samples and a higher randomness in 
the features. To account for the issue of short time inter-
vals, we repeated analysis using data from the complete 
first half of a match to forecast the number of goals in 
the second half of a match. Despite larger time intervals, 
results implied the same conclusions, which suggest that 
the limited in-play predictive value is not attributable to 
the small time intervals.

In experimental research, the present results could be 
assessed as a null result as they do not support the notion 
of predictive in-play value of Twitter data and question the 
general value of in-play information including goals. Still, 
this is surprising and valuable information to coaches, 
match analysts and broadcasters who should question care-
fully to what extent in-play information can be used at all 
to draw conclusions on the further course of a match.

5  Conclusions

The present approach investigates in-play forecasting of 
football matches in general and a Big Data approach using 
Twitter data in particular. Results are evidence that in-play 
forecasting of goals is a highly challenging task as informa-
tion gathered in-play (both basic events like goals and tex-
tual data from Twitter) are not improving forecasting accu-
racy when compared to pre-game information. In addition, 
results suggest that the fans’ perception of a match gets more 
and more negative over time as the sentiment of tweets on 
Twitter is decreasing over the course of the match.
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